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GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG (LSC) 

OPEN DOG 

1st 1 *SEIGEN LITTLE VINCENT DOB: 26/09/2008 

  S:*Seigen Party Starter AZ Br: D&C Gallacher 

  D:Seigen Miss Know It All Exh: F Wray/S Redfern 

  

4.5 years. 66cm. Very large, medium strong, substantial dog of very good type and proportions, very good 

head and expression with the desired dark masking and eye colour. Left ear is damaged, and the ears are 

slightly wide set. High withers, firm straight back, the croup is slightly short and slightly steep, and he has a 

slightly high tail set. Stands correct in front, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be longer 

& better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest development. Steps slightly 

loose going, and just slightly wide coming. Shows good movement where both the reach and the drive 

should be more effective.  EXCELLENT 

    

MINOR PUPPY BITCH 
    

1
st

  2 HAUSOSIN TAINTED LOVE DOB: 2/08/2012 

  S:*Toby von der Plassenburg SchH3 (imp Deu) Br: EXH 

  D:*Hausosin Gallana AZ Ex.M Exh: K Harris 

 

71/2 months.  Medium sized, medium strong long stock coat bitch of very good type and proportions. Very 

good feminine head and expression with good eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, the croup is of 

good lay, just slightly short. Very good length of neck, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm 

should be longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Normal chest proportions for her age, 

good underline. Stands correct in front, steps going with normal puppy looseness, steps correct coming. 

Shows good movement with good reach and drive where the ligaments over the back should be a little 

firmer. Would like to see her with a little more self-assurance.  VERY PROMISING 

   

PUPPY BITCH 

    

1
st

  3 CAROBRIA VAVOOM DOB: 17/06/2012 

  S:*Ch Schneeberg Firestorm AZ Ex Br: Carobria Kennels 

  D:*Ch Carobria Rascal Exh: K Glenny 

    

9 months. Medium size, medium strong long stock coat sable bitch of very good type and proportions. Very 

good feminine head and expression with the desired eye colour and good ear set. Prefer to see the neck a 

little longer, normal withers firm straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup.  Good forequarter angulation 

where the upper arm should be slightly longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands 

correct in front. Steps slightly loose going, correct coming. Shows good movement however the reach should 

be more effective and she should carry the wither higher during movement.   VERY [PROMISING 

     

JUNIOR BITCH 

    

1
st

  4 SEIGEN BELLAS MOMENT DOB: 30/12/2011 

  S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD 

        ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M Br: EXH 

  D:*Ch Seigen Ylang Ylang AZ Ex.M Exh: D&C Gallacher 

   

13 ½ months, slight gaps between the teeth. 59.5 cm. A well above medium size, medium strong, sable long 

stock coated bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression with the desired eye 



colour. High withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good 

hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest development. Slightly short neck. Stands correct in 

front. Steps correct going and coming, shows very good balanced movement, however the reach could still 

be a little freer.  VERY GOOD  

      

GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG (SC) 
    

BABY PUPPY DOG 
    

1
st

  6 JENTOL GABBYS OKITO DOB: 24/11/2012 

  S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD  

        ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M Br: EXH 

  D:*Ch Jentol Crakas Giftothgab AZ Ex.M Exh: J Boekelman 

   

3 ½ months. Medium strong baby dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression 

with the desired eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, slight short and slightly steep croup.  Good fore 

and slightly deep hindquarter angulation, very good underline. Normal chest proportions, stands correct in 

front, loose going, correct coming. Shows good balanced movement with good reach and drive. 

   VERY PROMISING 

 

2
nd

  5 SEIGEN AVENGER DOB: 1/11/2012 

  S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex Br: EXH 

  D:Seigen Playgirl AZ Exh: D&C Gallacher 

 

4 months. Medium strong baby dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression with 

the desired eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, slightly short, slightly steep croup. Good fore and 

slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Very good underline. Stands correct in front, steps loose going and 

correct coming. Shows good balanced movement with good reach and drive. VERY PROMISING 

 

3
rd

 7 JENTOL CHARMERS QINGJIM DOB: 21/12/2012 

  S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD  

        ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M Br: EXH 

  D:Jentol Mirras Classique Charm AZ Exh: J Boekelman 

    

3 month old baby dog of very good type and proportions Very good head and expression with good eye 

colour. High withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulations, 

and sightly deep hindquarter angulations. Slightly short neck, good underline. Stands correct on front, slightly 

loose going, correct coming. Shows good balanced movement.  VERY PROMISING 

    

MINOR PUPPY DOG 

 
1

st
   12 JENTOL BUNNYS LAW MAKER DOB: 4/09/2012 

  S:*Seigen Rocket Man AZ Br: EXH 

  D:*Jentol Cupis Jive Bunny AZ Ex Exh: J Boekelman 

   Boarding Kennels 

 

6 months. A medium sized, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. Very good expressive head with 

very good eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, the croup is of good lay, just slightly short. Good fore and 

very good hindquarter angulation. Good length of neck and good underline. Stands correct in front, has slightly 

upright pasterns. Steps wide going, correct coming, shows good balanced movement with good reach and drive, 

carries his tail with a slight cast to the side.  VERY PROMISING 



    
2

nd
  8 GRANDWEST NIKE DOB: 22/07/2012 

  S:*Esko aus dem Haus Zygadto (imp Deu) Br: EXH 

  D:*Grandwest Layla AZ Ex.M Exh: D&C Willis 

 

8 months old, medium size, medium strong, sable dog of very good type and proportions. Good head and 

expression with the desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep 

croup. Very good length of neck. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Very good underline, 

Normal chest proportions Stands correct in front. Steps slightly loose going, correct coming. Shows good 

movement with effective reach and drive, carries his tail with a slight cast to the side during movement. 

   VERY PROMISING 

  

3
rd

  9 BRONBOREO COSTAS CARBON DOB: 31/07/2012 

  S:*Seigen Rocket Man AZ VG Br: EXH 

  D:Jentol Rennies Xiena Exh: B Pereira/R Pritchard 

   

7 months Above medium size, medium strong sable dog of very good type and slightly elongated 

proportions. Very good head and expression with the desired eye colour and dark masking. Normal withers, 

firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Very good length of neck. Good fore and slightly 

deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Very good underline. Slightly loose going, correct 

coming, shows good balanced movement with good reach and drive, maintains a good topline, carries tail 

with a slight curl during movement. VERY PROMISING 

 

4
th

  10 FREMONT JUST DO IT DOB: 7/08/2012 

  S:Gerry vom Schacher (imp Deu) Br: S&L & J Lynch 

  D:Fremont Too Darn Hot Exh: J Smith/S&L & J Lynch 

   

7.5 months.  A very large, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions, with very good head and 

expression, desired eye colour. Stands with high withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep 

croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. He stands correct in front, steps slightly loose going 

and correct coming, shows good balanced movement.  VERY PROMISING 

 

5
th

  11 KAPERVILLE RENAISSANCE MAN DOB: 1/09/2012 

  S:*Ch Sabaranburg Esko AZ Ex Br: EXH 

  D: Iccara Ashanti Alleycat Exh: Animal Kapers 

    Boarding Kennels 

 

6 months.   Medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression with 

desired eye colour, Level withers, firm straight back and a short flat croup. Good fore and very good 

hindquarter angulation. He stands correct in front, steps correct going and correct coming, shows good 

movement where the reach and drive should be more effective and he should carry his wither a little higher.

   VERY PROMISING  

    

PUPPY DOG 

 
1

st
  17 JENTOL CHATTS JUSTIFICATION DOB: 22/05/2012 

  S:*Ch Zamb von der Sandsteinkuste SchH1 (imp Deu) AZ Ex Br: EXH 

  D:Ch Jentol Gabbys Chatterbox AZ VG Exh: J Boekelman 

 

10 months. Above medium size, medium strong, substantial dog of very good type and proportions. Very 

good head and expression with medium eye colour. Very good length of neck. High withers, firm straight 

back, the croup is of good lay, just slightly short. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  Stands 



correct in front, slightly upright pasterns. Steps slightly wide going, correct coming, shows very good 

balanced movement with effective reach and drive and maintains a nice top line. VERY PROMISING 

 

2
nd

  16 SEIGEN FAKE ID DOB: 6/05/2012 

  S:*Seigen Vantage Point AZ Ex Br: EXH 

  D:Seigen Crunchies Toffee Apple AZ Exh: D&C Gallacher 

   

9 months. Medium size, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head and 

expression with the desired eye colour, the ears are a little wide set. High withers, firm straight back, slightly 

short and slightly steep croup. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good underchest, stands 

correct in front. Steps wide going, correct coming, shows good movement with effective reach and drive. 

   VERY PROMISING 

 

3
rd

  18 ALDERHAUS SMOKING HOT DOB: 23/07/2012 

  S:*Homer von Amasis HD(nn) ED(n) (imp Italy) VG Br: EXH 

  D:*Davor Velgas Secret AZ Exh: P Alder 

    

Very large, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression with 

medium eye colour.  Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good length of 

neck and a very good underline. Has good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite 

correct in front. Steps slightly loose going, and coming flicks the right foot out. Shows good movement with 

effective reach and drive, carries his tail with a slight cast to the side. VERY PROMISING  

 

4
th

  15 GRANDWEST MAD MAX DOB: 7/04/2012 

  S:*Ch Zamb von der Sandsteinkuste SchH1 (imp Deu) AZ Ex Br: EXH 

  D:*Uscha vom Bauhofer-Land aZ (imp Deu) Ex Exh: D&C Willis 

   

11 months, medium size, medium strong dog of good type and proportions.  Good head, prefer to see the 

head overall stronger, the planes of the skull are not quite correct, and both the upper and lower jaw should 

be stronger. Slightly short neck, high withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good 

fore and very good  hindquarter angulations. Normal chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps slightly 

loose going, correct coming. Shows good movement where the drive is more effective than the reach.  

   VERY PROMISING 

      

JUNIOR DOG 
    

1
st

  19 LASHADAS CHICK MAGNET DOB: 13/11/2011 

  S:*NZ Ch. Ch Oakway Quiz Master AZ Ex (imp NZ) Br: EXH 

  D:*Lashadas Ellie AZ Ex Exh: R&S Hosking 

 

15 months, 65.5 cm. A very large, medium strong and substantial sable dog of very good type and 

proportions. Expressive head with medium eye colour. High withers, good length of neck, firm straight back, 

the croup is of good lay, just slightly short. He has good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should 

be longer & better angled, very good hindquarter  angulation.  Balanced chest proportions. Stands correct in 

front.  Steps slightly loose going, correct coming. Shows very good movement with very good reach and 

drive and maintains a nice topline during movement.  VERY  GOOD 

  

2
nd

  20 BLUEMAX JIMMY NEUTRON DOB: 16/01/2012 

  S:*Ch Jimmy vom Baruther Land (imp Deu) Br: A Brinkworth 

  D:*Bluemax Tanzin AZ Exh: J&A Crace 

   



14 months, 62.5 cm.  Medium size, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head 

and expression, medium eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, the croup is of good lay, just slightly 

short. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be better angled, very good hindquarter 

angulation. Balanced chest proportions. Stands correct in front, steps slightly wide going, correct coming. 

Shows very good balanced movement with good reach and drive, and maintains a good topline. 

    VERY  GOOD 

  

3
rd

  21 LASHADAS EXTREME MACHINE AZ DOB: 20/01/2012 

  S:*Hero v Renderau SchH1 (imp Belg) Br: R&S Hosking 

  D:*LaShadas Millie Moon AZ Exh: K&A Gilbert 

   

14months, 65 cm. Large, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. He has a very good head 

and expression with the desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly 

steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, steps slightly loose 

going, and correct coming.  Shows good movement, where the drive is more effective than the reach.  

   VERY  GOOD  

 

INTERMEDIATE DOG 

    

1
st

  22 GRANDWEST MALISAS GOLD LOGIE AZ  DOB: 12/04/2011 

  S:*Ch Kardin Kruger AZ Ex.M Br: EXH 

  D:*Malisa vom Finkenschlag a (imp Deu) Z Ex Exh: D&C Willis  

 

25 months, 65 cm. Large, medium strong, substantial dog of very good type and proportions.  Very good 

head & expression with the desired eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, very good croup. Very good 

forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be slightly better angled, very good hindquarter 

angulation. Balanced chest proportions. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly wide going, correct coming, 

has very good far reaching movement with very good reach and drive. VERY  GOOD 

   

2
nd

  23 SEIGEN TESSAS ROMMELL AZ DOB: 21/09/2011 

  S:*Rico von der Kleinen Birke (imp Deu) Ex Br: D&C Gallacher 

  D:*Seigen Opal Fire AZ Ex.M Exh: F Wray/S Redfern 

   

18 months, 63 cm. Medium size, medium strong, sable dog of very good type and proportions. Very good 

head and expression with the desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, lightly short and slightly 

steep croup. He has good fore and slightly deep hind quarter angulation. Balanced chest proportions. Stands 

not quite correct in front, steps slightly loose going, correct coming. Shows good movement with effective 

reach and drive, he should carry his wither a little higher during the gaiting exercise. VERY  GOOD 

 

OPEN DOG 
   

1st 29 *SEIGEN SURIS ALFIE  DOB: 17/09/2010 

  S:*Seigen Vantage Point AZ Ex      Br: D&C Gallacher 

  D:*Kazkiri Suri AZ VG Exh: D&C Gallacher/ 

     T Roberts 

 

2 ½ years.  65 cm. Large, medium strong, substantial dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head and 

expression with the desired eye colour and dark masking. High wither, firm straight back, good length and lay of 

the croup. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation.  Balanced chest proportions. Stands correct in 

front, steps slightly loose going, correct coming. Shows very good powerful far reaching movement with very good 

reach and powerful drive.  EXCELLENT 1 

  



2
nd

 25 *CH HINTERHAUS FRENCH LIAISON CCD ET DOB: 21/10/2008 

  S:*Ch As du Domaine du val D'Aulnoy a ED SchH1 (imp Frn) Ex.S Br: J Davis 

  D:*Hinterhaus Butterscotch AZ Ex Exh: D Freegard 

 

4 years, 5 months. 64.5 cm. Above medium size, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. 

Very good head and expression with very good eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short 

and slightly steep croup. Very good forequarter angulation, the upper arm should be still slightly longer and 

better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation.  Stands correct in front. He has balanced chest proportions. 

Good underline. Steps correct going and correct coming, shows very good movement with very good reach 

and drive.  EXCELLENT 2 

 

3
rd

  30 *HOMER von AMASIS (imp Italy) DOB: 31/10/2010 

  S:*VA(Italy)Chivas von Bad Boll SchH3 Br: Husler  Calignano 

  D:*Bania del Seprio Exh: P Alder/R van Helvoort/ 

    J&L Martens 

 

2 years 3 months. 66cm. A very large, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. He has a very 

good head and expression with the desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, and a good croup. 

Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Normal chest proportions. Stands correct in front. Steps 

correct going and correct coming, Shows good balanced movement with very good reach and drive.  

   EXCELLENT 3 

 

4
th

  27 *LASHADAS OCKA DOB: 27/05/2009 

  S:*LaShadas Utopian Dream AZ Br: EXH 

  D:*LaShadas Xtreme Pink AZ Exh: R&S Hosking 

 

3 yrs. 65 cm.  Large, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression 

with the desired eye colour, prefer the under jaw to be just a little stronger. High withers firm straight back, 

slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good length of 

neck and good underline. Stands correct in front, steps slightly loose going, correct coming with elbows still 

to firm. Shows very good balanced movement with effective reach and drive. EXCELLENT 4 

 

5
th

  31 *LASHADAS XANG BANG  DOB: 30/01/2011 

  S:*LaShadas Diesel AZ Ex Br: R&S Hosking 

  D:*LaShadas Xtreme Pink AZ Ex.M Exh: W&G Martin 

    

25 ½ months. 64 cm. Above medium size, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. Very good 

head and expression with the desired eye colour and dark masking. Normal withers, firm straight back, the 

croup is of good lay, just slightly short. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. He has balanced 

chest proportions and stands correct in front. Steps slightly wide going and correct coming, shows very good 

balanced movement with good reach and drive and correct sequence of steps.  EXCELLENT 5  

 

6
th

  26 *GRANDWEST ULANDO  DOB: 1/12/2008 

  S:*Yke von Haus Charly a (imp Deu) Z Ex Br: EXH 

  D:*Fremont Hot Property AZ Ex Exh: D&C Willis 

   

4 years, and 3 months, 65 cm. Large, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. Good head and 

expression. Good medium eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup.  

Good forequarter angulation, the upper arm is long but should be better angled, very good hindquarter 

angulation. Balanced chest proportions, stands correct in front. Steps slightly wide going, and correct coming 

with the elbows still to firm.  Shows good movement with good reach and drive, and maintains a very good 

topline.  EXCELLENT 6  



7
th

  28 *GRANDWEST BLACKJACK   DOB: 22/07/2010 

  S:*Gazza vom Tamaraspitze SchH3 a (imp Bel) Z Ex Br: EXH 

  D:*Grandwest Harlem Rose AZ Ex.M Exh: D&C Willis 

 

2 ½ years. 65 cm. Large, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. He has a good head and 

expression with just medium eyes and dark masking. High withers, firm straight back, and short steep croup. 

Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front, steps slightly wide going, correct 

coming.  Shows good movement with effective reach and drive.  EXCELLENT 7 

  

BABY PUPPY BITCH 
    

1st 32 JENTOL MIRRAS MORE THANA DREAM DOB: 25/09/2012 

  S:*Seigen Rocket Man AZ Br: EXH 

  D:*Ch Jentol Ravers Reflection AZ Exh: J Boekelman 

   

5 ½ months, Medium size, medium strong baby bitch of very good type and proportions.  Very good head 

and expression very good eye colour, High withers, firm straight back, slightly short croup of good lay. Good 

fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Good length of neck, very good underline.  Stands correct in 

front, steps slightly loose going, correct coming. Shows good movement with good reach and drive and 

correct sequence of steps. VERY PROMISING 

 

2
nd

  36 HINTERHAUS PERSEPHONE DOB: 15/11/2012 

  S:*Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ Br: J Davies/S Crozier 

  D:*Hinterhaus Daiquiri AZ Ex.M Exh: Animal Kapers 

   Boarding. Kennels 

 

4 ½ months. Medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Feminine head and 

expression with the desired eye colour, Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep 

croup. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. She has a praiseworthy 

underline. Steps slightly loose going and correct coming. Shows good movement with good reach and drive 

and correct sequence of steps.  VERY PROMISING 

   

3
rd

  37 JENTOL BEAMERS NEVA SAY NO DOB: 16/11/2012 

  S:*Takimbre Zulu Chief AZ Br: EXH 

  D:*Ch Jentol Rennies Moonbeam AZ Ex Exh: J Boekelman 

  

3 ½ months. Medium strong baby bitch of very good type and proportions.  Very good head and expression, 

with the desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup.  Good 

fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  Praiseworthy underline, stands correct in front. Moves slightly 

loose going, correct coming. Shows balanced movement. VERY PROMISING 

 

4
th

  38 ICCARA INDIE ROCKETTE DOB: 22/11/2012 

  S:*Vladimir Envy of Them All AZ Br: EXH 

  D: Iccara Beyonce Exh: L&S Woollard 

    

4 months. Medium strong baby bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression, 

medium eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good fore and 

slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good length of neck and good underline.  Stands correct in front, 

slightly long toes. Steps slightly loose going, correct coming. Shows good balanced movement with very 

good reach and drive.  VERY PROMISING 

 

 



5
th

  33 SEIGEN HANKY PANKY DOB: 10/10/2012 

  S:*Seigen Taras Bill Bailey Ex Br: EXH 

  D:*Seigen Xavana Ex Exh: D&C Gallacher 

   

5 months. Medium size, medium strong baby bitch of very good type and proportions. Feminine head and 

expression with the desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, croup of good lay, just slightly 

short. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good underline. Stands correct in front, steps 

loose going and correct coming. Shows good movement where the reach and the drive could be slightly  

more effective. VERY PROMISING 

 

6
th

   35 SWARTZLIC TOO EXTREME DOB: 24/10/2012 

  S:*Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ Br: S Hargreaves 

  D:Bernloch Blame It On Rio Exh: B&L Lubbock/B Pereira 

   

5 months.  Medium strong baby bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression 

with desired dark eye. Normal withers, firm straight back. Slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good fore 

and very good hindquarter angulation. Good  underline. Stands correct in front. Correct going and coming, 

Shows good movement with effective reach and drive. VERY PROMISING  

 

7
th

  34 AIMSWAY Z FOR ZAMB DOB: 17/10/2012 

  S:*Zamb vom Schwarzaugen SchH3 (imp Deu) Br: J&L Martens 

  D:Aimsway Winnie AZ Exh: P Alder & R van Helvoort 

  

5 months. Medium size, substantial puppy of very good type and proportions. Very good head and 

expression with very good eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep 

croup.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front, steps loose going and 

slightly wide coming. Shows good movement, the drive is more effective than the reach, and she tends to fall 

slightly on the forehand. VERY PROMISING 

   

MINOR PUPPY BITCH 

 
1

st
   46 SEIGEN HOT STUFF DOB: 15/09/2012 

  S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD 

         ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M Br: EXH 

  D:*Seigen Opal Fire AZ Ex.M Exh: D&C Gallacher 

   

6 months. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Feminine head and 

expression with desired dark eye and dark masking. Normal withers, straight back, croup of good length, just 

slightly steep. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good length of neck, good underline. 

Stands correct in font, steps loose going, correct coming. Shows good movement with very good reach and 

drive, and correct sequence of steps. VERY PROMISING 

 

2
nd

  41 HAUSOSIN TOP NOTCH DOB: 2/08/2012 

  S:*Toby von der Plassenburg SchH3 (imp Deu) Br: K Harris 

  D:*Hausosin Gallana AZ Ex.M Exh: C Mailata & S Woollard 

    

7.5 months. Above medium size, medium strong puppy bitch of very good type and proportions.  Very good 

head and  expression with good medium eye colour. Normal withers, straight back, slightly short and slightly 

steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Good underline, stands correct in front. 

Moved slightly loose going, correct coming. Shows good balanced movement. VERY PROMISING 

 

 



3
rd

  42 SEIGEN IVE BEEN TANGOED DOB: 24/08/2012 

  S:*Seigen Vantage Point AZ Ax Br: EXH 

  D:Seigen Jatz Cracker AZ Exh: D&C Gallacher 

   

7 months. Medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Feminine head and  

expression with the desired eye colour. Normal withers firm straight back, croup of good lay, just slightly 

short. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, steps slightly wide going, 

and correct coming. Shows good movement with effective reach and drive.  VERY PROMISING 

    

4
th

  40 HAUSOSIN TOBYS TOWN FLIRT DOB: 2/08/2012 

  S:*Toby von der Plassenburg SchH3 (imp Deu) Br: EXH 

  D:*Hausosin Gallana AZ Ex.M Exh: K Harris 

 

7 ½ months. Medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions Very good head and 

expression with good medium eye colour. High withers, firm straight back. The croup is of good lay but 

slightly short. Good length of neck. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front, 

Praiseworthy underline. Steps close going, correct coming. Shows good movement where the drive is more 

effective than the reach. She should be more self confident. VERY PROMISING  

 

5
th

  43 SEIGEN GOLD DIGGER DOB: 7/09/2012 

  S:*Seigen Jack In A Box AZ Ex Br: EXH 

  D:*Seigen Ting Ting Ex Exh: D&C Gallacher 

   

6 months. Medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Feminine head and expression with the 

desired eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, the croup is of good lay, just slightly short. Good fore and 

slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good length of neck and good underline. Stands correct in front, steps 

slightly loose going, correct coming. Shows good movement with effective reach and drive. 

   VERY PROMISING  

       

PUPPY BITCH 

 
1

st
  51 ALDERHAUS SHES PENNY PITSTOP DOB: 23/07/2012 

  S:*Homer von Amasis HD(nn) ED(n) (imp Italy) VG Br: EXH 

  D:*Davor Velgas Secret AZ Exh: P Alder 

      

9 months.  Very large, medium strong, substantial bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head 

and expression with the desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, the croup is of good lay, just 

slightly short. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulations. Stands not quite correct in front. 

Balanced chest proportions. Good underline. Steps loose going, correct coming. Shows very good 

movement with very good reach and drive and very good sequence of steps.    VERY PROMISING 

 

2
nd

  49 ICCARA EVOLUTIONS FINEST DOB: 19/05/2012 

  S:*Vladimir Envy Of Them All Br: EXH 

  D:Iccara Café Au Lait Exh: L&S Woollard 

   

10 months. Large, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Feminine head and expression 

with good medium eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short, slightly steep croup. Stands 

correct in front, steps wide going, slightly wide coming. Shows very good ground covering movement with 

very good reach and drive, and maintains good topline during movement. VERY PROMISING 

 

 

 



3
rd

  48 SEIGEN KISS ME QUICK DOB: 6/05/2012 

  S:*Seigen Vantage Point AZ Ex Br: EXH 

  D:Seigen Crunchies Toffee Apple AZ Exh: D&C Gallacher 

   

9 months. Above medium size, medium strong, bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head and 

expression with good eye colour and slightly wide set ears. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short 

and slightly steep croup. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Balanced chest proportions, 

praiseworthy underline. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly loose going, correct coming. Shows good 

balanced movement with effective reach and drive and correct sequence of steps. VERY PROMISING 

 

4
th

  47 GRANDWEST MINKA DOB: 7/04/2012 

  S:*Ch Zamb von der Sandsteinkuste SchH1 (imp Deu) AZ Ex Br: EXH 

  D:*Uscha vom Bauhofer-Land aZ (imp Deu) Ex Exh: D&C Willis 

   

11 months. A medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Feminine head and 

expression, with the desired eye colour.  The lower jaw could be stronger. Good length of neck, high withers 

firm straight back. The croup is of good length but slightly steep. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter 

angulation. Normal chest proportions, Stands correct in front with slightly upright pasterns. Steps slightly 

loose going and correct coming. Shows good movement with good reach and very good drive. Correct 

sequence of steps. VERY PROMISING  

 

5
th

   50 ICCARA FORTUNE COOKIE DOB: 7/07/2012 

  S:*Iccara Undercover Agent AZ Ex Br: EXH 

  D:Iccara Vectra Exh: L & S Woollard 

   

8 months. Above medium size, medium strong sable bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good 

head and expression with medium eye colour. Normal wither, firm straight back and slight short and slightly 

steep croup. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulations. Balanced chest proportions, good 

underline. Stands correct in front, steps wide going, correct coming, Shows good movement, the drive is 

more effective than the reach, and she has a tendency to fall on the forehand. VERY PROMISING  

  

JUNIOR BITCH 

 
1

st
  56 ICCARA COCO POP DOB: 25/01/2012 

  S:*Bruvic Ubercool AZ Br: EXH 

  D:Iccara Bellas Lullaby Exh: L&S Woollard 

   

14 Months. 59 cm. Well above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. She 

has a feminine head and expression with the desired eye colour. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm 

straight back. The croup is of good length just slightly steep. Very good forequarter angulation however the 

upper arm could be just slightly longer and slightly better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation.  

Balanced chest proportions and praiseworthy underline. She stands correct in front, steps wide going, 

correct coming. Shows very good movement with very good reach and drive, correct sequence of steps. 

   VERY GOOD 

 

2
nd

  55 LASHADAS DE AMOUR AZ DOB: 8/01/2012 

  S:*Rico von der Kleinen Birke (imp Deu) Ex Br: R&S Hosking 

  D:*LaShadas Xtreme Pink AZ Ex.M Exh: R&S Hosking/ 

   S Southwick 

15 months. 59 cm. Well above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. 

Feminine head and expression with the desired eye colour. Good length of neck, normal withers, firm straight 

back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Very good forequarter angulation, the upper arm could be 



slightly better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Praiseworthy underline. Stands correct in front. 

Steps wide going, correct coming. Shows very good movement with very good reach and drive. Carries 

herself well during the gaiting exercise.  VERY GOOD 

 

3
rd

  53 ALDERHAUS QUEEN PIXIE VEGAS DOB: 13/12/2011 

  S:*Vegas von Dongmiran (imp Ndl)  Br: EXH 

  D:*Davor Velgas Secret AZ Exh: P Alder 

   

15 months. 61 cm. A very large, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head and 

expression. Desired eye colour. High withers, good length of neck, firm straight back, the croup is of good 

length, just slightly steep. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Very good underline. 

Balanced chest proportions. Stands correct in front. Steps wide going, correct coming. Shows very good 

movement with very good reach, drive and correct sequence of steps. VERY GOOD 
 

4
th

  52 ALDERHAUS QUEEN GOLDY FAKIR DOB: 13/12/2011 

  S:*Fakir vom Heinrichplatz SchH3 a ED V (imp Deu) Br: EXH 

  D:*Davor Velgas Secret AZ Exh: P Alder 

   

15 months. 60 cm. Large medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. She has a very good head 

and expression, slightly wide set ears. Normal withers, firm straight back, the croup is slightly short and 

slightly steep. She has good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Balanced chest proportions. Good 

underline. She stands correct in front, steps slightly close going, correct coming. Shows very good 

movement with very good reach and drive. She should be a little more self confident. VERY GOOD  

 

5
th

  54 SEIGEN JIMMYS LUNA DOB: 22/12/2011 

  S:*Ch Jimmy vom Barutherland (imp Deu) Ex.M Br: D&C Gallacher 

  D:*Seigen All About Us AZ Exh: C Mailata & S Woollard 

   

15 months. 59.5 cm Large, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Feminine head and 

expression with the desired eye colour. Normal withers; firm straight back, the croup of good length is just 

slightly steep. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Balanced chest 

proportions. Good underline. Steps loose going, slightly wide coming. Shows balanced movement.  

   VERY GOOD 

     

INTERMEDIATE BITCH 

 
1st 58 *VOLSCARO CIAO BELLA  DOB: 25/04/2011 

  S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD  

        ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M Br: L Pearson 

  D:*Volscaro Missy Brown AZ Ex Exh: T Roberts/L Pearson 

   

23 months. 58 cm. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions.  Very well 

coloured and pigmented, very good head and expression with desired dark masking and eye colour. Good 

length of neck, normal withers, firm straight back. Slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good fore and 

slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Balanced chest proportions, and good underline.  Stands correct in 

front, with slightly long toes. Steps slightly loose going, and correct coming. She has very good far reaching 

powerful movement with very good reach and drive.  VERY GOOD 

 
2

nd
  57 SABARANBURG HALCYON AZ DOB: 9/10/2010 

  S:*Sabaranburg Esko AZ Ex.M Br: B&L Lubbock 

  D:*Hinterhaus Daiquiri AZ Ex.M Exh: D Marchesi/B&L Lubbock 

   



2 years 5 months 61 cm.  Very large, medium strong, substantial  bitch of very good type and proportions. 

Very good head and expression with medium eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, croup of good 

length just slightly steep. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation..  Balanced chest proportions, 

very good underline. Stands correct in front, upright pasterns. Steps slightly wide going correct coming. 

Shows very good movement with very good reach and drive and maintains a very good topline with correct 

sequence of steps. VERY GOOD 

 

3
rd

  59 *ICCARA RISQUE BUSINESS DOB: 10/06/2011 

  S:*Vladimir Envy Of Them All AZ Br: EXH 

  D:*Djenuen Devil Doll AZ Exh: L&S Woollard 

   

21 months. 61 cm. A very large, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head and 

expression with good medium eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep 

croup. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with slightly upright 

pasterns. Balanced chest proportions. Steps wide going, correct coming, shows good movement with good 

reach and drive. She tends to roach up slightly over the back during gaiting. VERY GOOD 

 

OPEN BITCH 

 
1st  65 *JENTOL CHATTS POLE POSITION  DOB: 20/09/2010 

  S:*Ch Jentol Glams Padlok Pete AZ Br: EXH 

  D:Ch Jentol Gabbys Chatterbox AZ VG Exh: J Boekelman 

   

2 ½ years. 59 cm. A well above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type. Very good head and 

expression slightly marred by light eyes. High withers, firm straight back, and a slightly short and slight steep 

croup. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Balanced chest proportions. Good underline.  

Stands correct in front, steps slightly cow hocked going, and wide coming. Shows very good movement 

would prefer to see the reach a little freer.  EXCELLENT 

 

2nd    64  *SEIGEN TING TING  DOB: 22/10/2008 

  S:*Kai vom Gründel SchH3 (imp Deu) Br: EXH 

  D: Seigen All For Love AZ Exh: D&C Gallacher 

   

4 ½ years. 61 cm. A very large, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head and 

expression with the desired eye colour. Good length of neck, normal withers, firm straight back, good croup.  

Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Balanced chest proportions, very good underline. Stands 

correct in front. Steps slightly wide going and slightly wide coming. Shows good movement with good reach 

and drive.   EXCELLENT 

    

3
rd

  63 *DJENUEN DEVIL DOLL DOB: 30/08/2008 

  S:*Ch Orrinshir Elton John Br: EXH 

  D:*Ch Iccara Vegas Showoff Exh: L&S Woollard 

   

4 ½ yrs. 57.5cm. Correct medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good 

head and expression with the desired eye colour. Normal withers, slightly short neck, straight back, slightly 

short and slightly steep croup. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulations. Balanced chest 

proportions and good underline. Stands correct in front, steps slightly wide going, correct coming. Shows 

good movement where the reach should still be a little freer. EXCELLENT  

  

4th  68 *LASHADAS WHIMISICAL BREE DOB: 19/01/2011 

  S:*Ch LaShadas Xhibitionist AZ Ex.M Br: EXH 

  D:*LaShadas Dakota AZ Ex Exh: R&S Hosking 



    

   

2 years 2 months. 61cm. Very large, strong, substantial bitch of very good type and proportions. Feminine 

head and expression and very good eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly 

steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. She should not become any deeper. Stands 

correct in front, steps slightly wide going correct coming. Shows good movement with effective reach and 

drive.   EXCELLENT  

   

SHOW RESULT SHEET 
 

   

Best in Show 29 Seigen Suris Alfie 

Runner-up Best in Show 22 Grandwest Malisas Gold Logie 

   

Long Stock Coat results   

Best Minor 2 Hausosin Tainted Lady 

Best Puppy 3 Carobria Vavoom 

Best Junior 4 Seigen Bellas Moment 

Best Open 1 Seigen Little Vincent 

Best Dog 1 Seigen Little Vincent 

Runner up Best Dog N/A  

Best Bitch 4 Seigen Bellas Moment 

Runner up Best Bitch 2 Hausosin Tainted Lady 

Best of Breed LSC 4 Seigen Bellas Moment 

Runner up Best of Breed 1 Seigen Little Vincent 

   

Stock Coat results   

Best Baby 32 Jentol Mirras More Thana Dream 

Best Minor 46 Seigen Hot Stuff 

Best Puppy 17 Jentol Chats Justification 

Best Junior 56 Iccara Coco Pop 

Best Intermediate 22 Grandwest Malisas Gold Logie 

Best Open 29 Seigen Suris Alfie 

Best Dog 29 Seigen Suris Alfie 

Runner up Best Dog 22 Grandwest Malisas Gold Logie 

Best Bitch 65 Jentol Chatts Pole Position 

Runner up Best Bitch 56 Iccara Coco Pop 

Best of Breed SC 29 Seigen Suris Alfie 

Runner up Best of Breed 22 Grandwest Malisas Gold Logie 

   

Child Showmanship   

Intermediate Child Showmanship 1st Brock Jauncey 

 2nd  Jake Jauncey 

Senior Child Showmanship   1st Peyton Burgess,   

 2nd  Ben Purvis 

 3rd Renae Hosking 
 

 


